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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
SERIES 2: 42 - TORAH, CREATION AND THE AGE OF THE UNIVERSE
PART 1
OU ISRAEL CENTER - FALL 2022

A] INTRODUCTORY ISSUES
1) Science and Torah both come from God and, to the extent that they are talking about the same thing, they should not contradict.
2) Historically, up to about 600 years ago there was no perceived intrinsic conflict between science and Torah - physics and
metaphysics - see Rambam, Ralbag etc. What caused the split? Roger Bacon (13C England) and others placed the scientific
emphasis on empiricism - that science can only deal with observable phenomena in the natural world - to the exclusion of logic,
metaphysics etc. This puts modern science and Torah on two different paths with different agendas.
3) If there an apparent clash between science and Torah there are 3 basic approaches on how to deal with this:(i) Maybe we have misunderstood the science. We must never regard science as an absolute against which Torah must be made to fit.
Much (although not all) 21C science will be overturned by the end of the 22C!
(ii) Maybe we have misunderstood (willfully or not) what science CAN do. This raises the issue of ‘scientism’ - the almost religious belief
in science as the means of understanding ultimate truth1.
(iii) Maybe we have misunderstood the Torah. We must assume that Torah is MUCH more sophisticated than we think!
(iv) Maybe they are both correct but are looking at different questions - science is ‘how’, Torah is ‘why’. They work in different realities.

1.

Science takes things apart to see how they work. Religion puts things together to see what they mean.
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, The Great Partnership p. 2

1. For more on scientism and Jewish responses to it, see https://midreshetrachel.com/judaism-vs-scientism-which-religion-is-more-logical-by-rabbi-shaya-karlinsky/ for a shiur by R.
Shaya Karlinsky. The debate between Richard Dawkins and Francis Collins in Time Magazine that R. Karlinsky analyzes in that shiur can be found at
http://content.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1555132-1,00.html. Both Dawkins and Collins are scientist of the highest possible acclaim, except that Dawkins is a
militant atheist and Collins is a devout Christian. Time Magazine set up a debate between them. One of the most striking exchanges is the following:
COLLINS: The gravitational constant, if it were off by one part in a hundred million million, then the expansion of the universe after the Big Bang would not have occurred in the
fashion that was necessary for life to occur. When you look at that evidence, it is very difficult to adopt the view that this was just chance. But if you are willing to consider the
possibility of a designer, this becomes a rather plausible explanation for what is otherwise an exceedingly improbable event - namely, our existence.
DAWKINS: .... Physicists have come up with other explanations. One is to say that these six constants are not free to vary. Some unified theory will eventually show that they are as
locked in as the circumference and the diameter of a circle. That reduces the odds of them all independently just happening to fit the bill. The other way is the multiverse way. That
says that maybe the universe we are in is one of a very large number of universes. The vast majority will not contain life because they have the wrong gravitational constant or the
wrong this constant or that constant. But as the number of universes climbs, the odds mount that a tiny minority of universes will have the right fine-tuning.
COLLINS: This is an interesting choice. Barring a theoretical resolution, which I think is unlikely, you either have to say there are zillions of parallel universes out there that we can't
observe at present or you have to say there was a plan. I actually find the argument of the existence of a God who did the planning more compelling than the bubbling of all these
multiverses. So Occam's razor - Occam says you should choose the explanation that is most simple and straightforward - leads me more to believe in God than in the multiverse,
which seems quite a stretch of the imagination.
DAWKINS: I accept that there may be things far grander and more incomprehensible than we can possibly imagine. What I can't understand is why you invoke improbability and yet
you will not admit that you're shooting yourself in the foot by postulating something just as improbable, magicking into existence the word God.
COLLINS: My God is not improbable to me. He has no need of a creation story for himself or to be fine-tuned by something else. God is the answer to all of those "How must it have
come to be" questions. ....
DAWKINS: To me, the right approach is to say we are profoundly ignorant of these matters. We need to work on them. But to suddenly say the answer is God - it's that that seems to
me to close off the discussion.
TIME: Could the answer be God?
DAWKINS: There could be something incredibly grand and incomprehensible and beyond our present understanding.
COLLINS: That's God.
DAWKINS: Yes. But it could be any of a billion Gods. It could be God of the Martians or of the inhabitants of Alpha Centauri. The chance of its being a particular God .... is vanishingly
small ....
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Science is about explanation. Religion is about meaning. Science analyses, religion integrates. Science breaks things down to
their component parts. Religion binds people together in relationships of trust. Science tells us what is. Religion tells us what
ought to be. Science describes. Religion beckons, summons, calls. Science sees objects. Religion speaks to us as subjects.
Science practices detachment. Religion is the art of attachment, self to self, soul to soul. Science sees the underlying order of
the physical world. Religion hears the music beneath the noise. Science is the conquest of ignorance. Religion is the
redemption of solitude.
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, The Great Partnership p. 6-7

3.

The meaning of the system lies outside the system. Therefore, the meaning of the universe lies outside the universe. That was
the revolution of Abrahamic monotheism. Monotheism was not a mere mathematical reduction of many gods to one God.
That might have economized on temple building, but it would not have transformed the human condition. What did transform
it was the discovery of a God beyond the universe. This idea, and this alone, has the power to redeem life from tragedy and
meaninglessness. .... Myth and science in their different ways tell us how the parts are related. The cannot tell us what the
totality means.
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, The Great Partnership p. 29-30

4) The basic premise of science - that there are consistent rules of nature and the search to harmonize them and ultimately find a
Grand Unified Theory (unifying quantum theory and gravitational theory) - stems from a basic Jewish monotheistic premise - the Unity of
God. Polytheism sees the universe as chaotic conflicting forces. Judaism sees conflicts and contradictions as superficial only.
Underpinning them are ever simpler foundations, ultimately emanating from one stem - the Etz HaChaim.
5) It is remarkable that not only does the universe work in a consistent and predictable way, but its methodology is accessible to the
human brain through mathematics. Man and the universe appear to be on the same ‘wavelength’, such that cracking the code of reality
is sufficiently complex to attract the greatest human brains yet simple enough for them to succeed enough to keep them interested!

B] EVIDENCE FOR AN ANCIENT UNIVERSE
1) The Torah states that Adam Harishon was created 57832 years
ago and the creation of the rest of the universe took 6 days before
that. Thus the age of the universe is 5783 years + 6 days.
2) Scientists are unanimous that the universe is much older than
that. Current estimates are around 13.799±0.021 billion (109)
years. This date is not arrived at through a theoretical construct but
by observable evidence from a variety of sources which all validate
this estimate.3
3) However, the scientific evidence for the age of the universe is
based on certain key assumptions4, one of which is the
‘cosmological principle’.5

4.

The cosmological principle is usually stated formally as 'Viewed on a sufficiently large scale, the properties of the universe are
the same for all observers.' This amounts to the strongly philosophical statement that the part of the universe which we can
see is a fair sample, and that the same physical laws apply throughout. In essence, this in a sense says that the universe is
knowable and is playing fair with scientists.
William C. Keel (2007). The Road to Galaxy Formation (2nd ed.). Springer-Praxis. p. 2

2. An entirely separate question is how we come to the number 5783 and how this can be substantiated on the basis of a reading of the biblical text and understanding of the
chronology of the Second Temple period. For more on this, see http://rabbimanning.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/The-Missing-168-Years-Part-1.pdf
and http://rabbimanning.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/The-Missing-168-Years-Part-2.pdf. For audio see https://rabbimanning.com/index.php/audio-shiurim/cji/
3. See Appendix 1 for a list of the types of evidence brought by science.
4. For more on these see Rabbi Dovid Gottlieb https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNMxXxDjJYg&ab_channel=OhrSomayach.
5. The cosmological principle assumes that the universe is both homogeneous and isotropic at large enough scales. Homogeneity means that the same observational evidence is
available to observers at different locations in the universe ("the part of the universe which we can see is a fair sample"). Isotropy means that the same observational evidence is
available by looking in any direction in the universe ("the same physical laws apply throughout").
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It is therefore quite impossible to infer from the nature which a thing possesses after having passed through all stages of its
development, what the condition of the thing has been in the moment when this process commenced; nor does the condition
of a thing in this moment show what its previous condition has been. If you make this mistake, and attempt to prove the
nature of a thing in potential existence by its properties when actually existing, you will fall into great confusion: you will reject
evident truths and admit false opinions.
Let us assume, in our above instance, that a man born without defect had after his birth been nursed by his mother only a few
months; the mother then died, and the father alone brought him up in a lonely island, till he grew up, became wise, and
acquired knowledge. Suppose this man has never seen a woman or any female being; he asks some person how man has
come into existence, and how he has developed, and receives the following answer: "Man begins his existence in the womb of
an individual of his own class, namely, in the womb of a female, which has a certain form. While in the womb he is very small;
yet he has life, moves, receives nourishment, and gradually grows, till he arrives at a certain stage of development. He then
leaves the womb and continues to grow till he is in the condition in which you see him." The orphan will naturally ask: "Did
this person, when he lived, moved, and grew in the womb, eat and drink, and breathe with his mouth and his nostrils? Did he
excrete any substance?" The answer will be, "No." Undoubtedly he will then attempt to refute the statements of that person,
and to prove their impossibility, by referring to the properties of a fully developed person, in the following manner: "When any
one of us is deprived of breath for a short time he dies, and cannot move any longer: how then can we imagine that any one of
us has been inclosed in a bag in the midst of a body for several months and remained alive, able to move? .... This mode of
reasoning would lead to the conclusion that man cannot come into existence and develop in the manner described.
If philosophers would consider this example well and reflect on it, they would find that it represents exactly the dispute
between Aristotle and ourselves. We, the followers of Moses, our Teacher, and of Abraham, our Father, believe that the
Universe has been produced and has developed in a certain manner, and that it has been created in a certain order. The
Aristotelians oppose us, and found their objections on the properties which the things in the Universe possess when in actual
existence and fully developed. We admit the existence of these properties, but hold that they are by no means the same as
those which the things possessed in the moment of their production; and we hold that these properties themselves have come
into existence from absolute non-existence. Their arguments are therefore no objection whatever to our theory: they have
demonstrative force only against those who hold that the nature of things as at present in existence proves the Creation. But
this is not my opinion.
Maimonides, Guide to the Perplexed 2:17

Maimonides was, in his time, refuting the widely accepted belief that the universe was eternal and had never come into
existence. He rejects that position since it presumes that the current observable properties of the universe was always in
place at every stage of its development. He suggests a parable of a child raised in a colony of men who is told that the
human beings develop in utero. All of his experience - that humans must breath, drink, eat etc - clearly make that theory
totally impossible. His mistake is to assume that what he sees now represents that way things are are in every place and
at every time.

6.

The latest attempt to rattle the foundations of cosmology appeared as a smattering of dots pulled upward into a cosmic sneer.
The arc of distant galaxies, which Alexia Lopez presented at the American Astronomical Society’s meeting in June, sprawls so
far across the sky that it would take 20 full moons to hide it. Spanning an estimated 3.3 billion light-years of space, the
smile-shaped structure joined a controversial club: unexpectedly big things. “It’s so big that it’s hard to explain with our
current beliefs,” Lopez, one of the astrophysicists at the University of Central Lancashire who identified the galaxy chain, said
during the presentation.
Lopez’s “Giant Arc” seemed to clash with an idea that has guided astronomy for centuries: that the universe has no
conspicuous features. From a zoomed-out perspective, no matter where you are or which way you look, you should see roughly
the same number of galaxies pinwheeling around. This assumption, enshrined as the “cosmological principle,” has let
researchers draw sweeping conclusions about the whole universe based only on what we see from our corner of it. “If that
turns out to be wrong, then we have to redo many of our measurements or reinterpret many of our measurements,” said Ruth
Durrer, a cosmologist at the University of Geneva. As a load-bearing strut of modern cosmology, the cosmological principle
has increasingly become a target .....
As astronomers map the universe more precisely, however, a few researchers have started to wonder whether the field has
pushed the cosmological principle too far. ..... large structures or lopsided features could undermine conclusions about the
universe’s age, behavior and composition.
Cosmologists Parry Attacks on the Vaunted Cosmological Principle, Charlie Wood, Quanta Magazine, Dec 13 20216

6. https://www.quantamagazine.org/giant-arc-of-galaxies-puts-basic-cosmology-under-scrutiny-20211213/
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C] RESOLUTIONS: APPROACH 1 - THE 6 ‘DAYS’ ARE NOT MEANT TO BE A CHRONOLOGY
C1] WHY DOES THE TORAH INCLUDE A CREATION NARRATIVE?
da eehvpy dpey`x devn `idy ,m¤kl̈ d²¤Gd© Wc¤Ÿ g¯ d© n

(a:ai zeny)

`l` dxezd z` ligzdl jixv did `l :wgvi iax xn` - ziy`xa
?'ziy`xa'a gzt mrh dne .l`xyi

7.

`:` ziy`xa i"yx

The first Rashi on Chumash asks why bother to include the story of Creation at all!? The Torah should have started with
the first mitzvah. He is clearly assuming that the Torah is NOT meant merely as a historical account.

ŸeM® x§C© zi´W`
¦ x¥ (ak:g ilyn) z`xwpy dxezd liaya - l"f epizeax edeyxcy enk .ipyxc `l` xne` dfd `xwnd oi` - `xa ziy`xa
m` ... el` `xa lkd ziy`xa eyexite ,e`xap dlgz el`y `a zexedl z'`e ..... .dŸ z® `Ea
¨ Y§ ziW`
¦ x¥ (b:a dinxi) e`xwpy l`xyi liayae
izn mind ziixa `xwnd dlb `l oiicre .mind ipt lr ztgxn midl` gexe aizk ixdy ,encw mind ixdy !jnvr lr dnz ok
mixge`nde mincwend xcq `xwnd cnil `l jgxk lr .e`xap mine y`n minydy cere .ux`l mind encwy zcnl `d ,dzid
.melk

8.

`:` ziy`xa i"yx

The second Rashi on Chumash stresses that the Chumash is NOT coming to give an account of HOW the world was
made, buy WHY the world was made.

mingx zcn micwd ,miiwzn mlerd oi`y d`x .oicd zcna ez`xal daygna dlr dlgzay .'d `xa xn` `le - midl` `xa
.m¦in̈« Ẅ§e u¤x¬¤̀ mid¦Ÿ l¡
` 'd¬ zŸeU£
² r mŸeÀiA§ (c:a oldl) aizkc epiid ,oicd zcnl dtzye

9.

`:` ziy`xa i"yx

The third Rashi on Chumash explains that the account of creation in the first chapter is that which ‘rose in God’s mind’
as one based in strict justice, but the ultimate creation was a blend of din and rachamim. So what does it mean?

10.

The Rambam believed that there were not separate creative acts on 6 days but rather everything was created on one day in a
single instant. In the work of Creation there is mention of ‘6 days’ to indicate the different levels of created beings according
to their natural hierarchy; not that there were actual days, nor that there was a chronological sequence to that which was
created in the acts of Genesis .... This is the view of the Rambam which he considered as one of the major secrets of the
Creation. He tried to conceal this view .... but .... other commentators .... uncovered his secret and publicized his view.
Abarbanel, Commentary on Bereishit, pp 10-117

The Rambam and the Ralbag explain Bereishit not as a physical description of the creation of the universe but as a
theological description of the relative orders of species and creations in the spiritual world.

11.

Creation, by definition, is outside our world and outside our frame of thought. If time exists only as a mode of our thought,
then the act of creation is necessarily non-temporal - “above time”. Every non-temporal act is interpreted in our frame of
thought as an infinite time-sequence. This is the reason why creation is interpreted by scientists as a process of evolution
extending over vast aeons of time. Since creation does not take place in time, we must ask why the Torah describes it as
taking 6 days. The answer is that the Torah wishes to teach us a lesson in relative values. Everything has value only in relation
to its spiritual content. Vast physical masses and vast expanses of space and time are of little significance if their spiritual
content is small. The whole physical universe exists as an environment to the spiritual life of the human being; this is its
spiritual content. When interpreting non-temporal creation in temporal terms, the Torah deliberately contracts the time-scale
comparted with that which presents itself to the scientist, in order to convey to us the relative insignificance of the material
creation compared with the spiritual stature of man.
Rav Dessler, Collected Essays and Notes, London 5719 n. 33

7. The Rambam in Moreh Nevuchim (2:30) explains that all creation happened in the first instant (which, as we will see below, is also the view of Rashi and Ramban) and the 6 days
were a process of distinguishing one thing from the other. The Abarbanel (Spain 15C) gives an explanation of the Rambam’s view (although he strongly disagrees with it!). See also
the commentary of R. Yitzchak Arama in the Akeidat Yitzchak Bereishit Sha’ar 3 who understands that the Rambam’s view was that: “the mention of an order of Creation is not
describing the sequence of days; rather to differentiate the status of and to make known the hierarchy of nature. This was [Rambam’s] major esoteric doctrine concerning Creation
as those who are understanding can discern from that chapter (Guide 2:30) which is devoted to this extraordinary account.
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C2] A DEEPER LOOK AT THE PROCESS OF CREATION
cg` lke ,oey`x mein e`xap ux`e miny zeclez lk oke .riwxa zelzdl mdilr dev iriaxae ,e`xap oey`x mein - 'ebe zx`n idi
.dizeclez zeaxl - ux`d z`e ,mdizeclez zeaxl - minyd z` aezky `ed .eilr xfbpy meia rawp cg`e

12.

ci:` ziy`xa i"yx

Rashi here explains (and other commentators agree) that the universe was brought into existence ex nihilo in the very
first instant. God’s involvement was to subsequently order and develop the world. As such, following the initial creation,
the universe was ‘rearranged’ into it current order - note the different use of the words ‘bara’ - creation ex nihilo - which
is used mostly for the first day, and ‘yetzira’ or ‘asiyah’ which were used later.
Note that the word ‘bara’ is used only for the initial creation and for the subsequent creation of the taninim and of man.8 Note also that
God did not make plant, sea or animal life directly but commanded the water and ground to bring them out. Man was created (‘bara’)
directly by God from the ground, but was first introduced by ‘na’aseh’ - ‘let us make’. Who was God addressing?

on jk xg`e .ecal oey`xd meia oi`n yi `xa midl`d ik (` weqt lirl) zrcl zi`xd xaky iptn `ed - 'dyrp' zlna oekpd hytde
xn`nd dide .mind evxyi mda xn`nd dide dig ytp uexyl uexyd gk mina ozp xy`ke .'dyr'e 'xvi' mi`xapd mdd zeceqid
dzyr xy`k diceqin sebd ux`d `ivezy ,mc` dyrp zxkfpd ux`de ip` xnelk - dyrp mc`a xn` .ux`d `vez dndaa
gtie (my) aizkck oeilr itn gexd jxazi `ed ozie .dnc`d on xtr mc`d z` midl` 'd xviie (f:a oldl) aizkck ,digae dndaa
... miig znyp eit`a

13.

ek:` wxt ziy`xa o"anx

The Ramban explains that, while the animals and plants were brought into being by the ground and sea, Man was a joint
creation by God and the physical world. ‘Na’aseh’ represents God speaking to the ground. First the physical world
produced a physical being ‘just as it did with the animals’, then God breathed a spiritual soul into this ‘animal’ to make
Man.

,cala dig df lk mr did - dig ytpl mc`d idie mewn lkn .... miwel` mlv lawl zpken zipeig ytp - miig znyp eit`a gtie
.zencae mlva `xapy cr ,zxacn izla

14.

f:a ziy`xa epxetq

Seforno (16C - Italy) states explicitly that the creation of Adam took place in stages. First he was given the life force of
other animals and, in that stage remained a wild animal, unable to speak. Only later was Man given the tzelem Elokim,
which enabled him to speak and become a human being with a truly spiritual soul.

celil dn ,mler ly epeax :`ed jexa yecwd iptl zxyd ik`ln exn` mexnl dyn dlry drya :iel oa ryedi iax xn`e
mcew zexec drax`e miraye ze`n ryz jl dfepby dfepb dceng :eiptl exn` .`a dxez lawl :odl xn` ?epipia dy`
?!mce xyal dpzil ywan dz` ,mlerd `xapy

15.

:gt zay

Chazal refer to ‘9749 generations’ before the creation of man.

16.

Adam was merely the first human being created in the latest cycle. According to these opinions, it would seem that Man
already had the physical and mental capacities that we possess as early as 974 generations before Adam, or some 25,000
years ago
Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan - Immortality, Resurrection and the Age of the Universe p. 21

17.

"And Adam lived an hundred and thirty years, and begat (va-yoled) a son in his own likeness, in his form" (Gen. 5:3). As
regards the words, 'the form of Adam, and his likeness,’ we have already stated (Ch. 1) their meaning. Those sons of Adam
who were born before that time were not human in the true sense of the word; they had not "the form of man."
Maimonides, Guide to the Perplexed 1:7

Even after the creation of Adam, humanoids continued to be born who were not truly human in the full spiritual sense.

8. These are, respectively, the jump from plant to animal life and the jump from animal to human.
9. This is based on Tehillim 105:8 which refers to 1000 generations of man. There were 26 from Adam to Sinai, making 974 prior to that.
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Metaphor = a short phrase or paragraph that compares two seemingly unrelated things to make a point.
Allegory = a long narrative that uses a seemingly unrelated story to teach a lesson or prove a point.10
• To what extent is the creation narrative in Bereishit, and perhaps also the flood narrative in Noach, intended to be read (only) as
literal account?
• Even though we will see that it can and should be read on far deeper levels, is it permitted to reject a literal understanding? In other
words, is it permitted within Orthodox Jewish thought to suggest that Adam, Chava and Noach did not exist as people but the account
in Bereishit is entirely allegorical?
• If this is permitted in the case of Bereishit and Noach, where are the lines to be drawn? If the account of the creation and the flood
are intended to be read allegorically, then why not also the accounts of the Avot and of Yetziat Mitzrayim.

D1] THE LITERALIST PRESUMPTION OF RAV SA’ADIA GAON11
18.

..... it is a well-know fact that every statement found in the Bible is to be understood in its literal sense except for those that
cannot be so construed for one of the following four reasons:- ......
(i) It may, for example, either be rejected by the observation of the senses, such as the statement, And the man called his
wife’s name Eve because she was the mother of all living things, whereas we see that the ox and the lion are not the offspring
of womankind ....
(ii) Or else the literal sense may be negated by reason, such as that of the statement, “For the Lord your G-d is a devouring fire”
... now fire is something created and defective, for it is subject to extinction. Hence it is logically inadmissible that God
resembles it.
(iii) ... by an explicit text of a contradictory nature, in which case it would become necessary to interpret the first statement in a
non-literal sense ....
(iv) Finally, any Biblical statement to the meaning of which rabbinic tradition has attached a certain reservation is to be
interpreted by us in keeping with this authentic tradition. Thus it has been transmitted to us that the punishment of stripes
consists of 39 blows, although the Scripture states “Forty stripes he may give him”.
There exist, then, only these four possible reasons for a non-literal interpretation of the verses of the Sacred Writ, there being
no fifth!
Sefer Emunot Vedeot 7:212

19.

..... it is not admissible that a verse [of Scripture] be construed in any other than its literal sense except for one of the four
reasons mentioned by us previously. Where, however, none of these reasons exists, the verses are to be taken in their explicit
meaning. For if it were necessary to construe every verse of Sacred Writ in whatever figurative sense is possible without
compelling proof, not a single revealed law would be maintained13, since they are all capable of such non-literal
interpretation.14
Sefer Emunot Vedeot 7:4

10. Metaphor and allegory differ in a number of ways, including:
Length: Metaphors are often brief figures of speech, only a handful of words long, while longer metaphors — like extended metaphors — can span several paragraphs. On the other
hand, allegories are much longer, often spanning the length of an entire story.
Content: Metaphors comprise simple words and phrases — for example, in Shakespeare’s line “All the world’s a stage,” the key elements are “the world” and “a stage,” which form a
simple, sentence-level comparison. Allegories are more complex, typically taking the form of a story with fictional characters and plot points to make a larger comparison across
many pages.
Purpose: Writers use metaphors, at their most basic, to make a direct comparison between two different things, ascribing a particular quality to the first. By contrast, writers use
allegories in more ambitious ways, expressing large, sometimes abstract, or complex ideas or commenting on society through a risky hidden meaning - from
https://www.masterclass.com/articles/metaphor-vs-allegory-explained.
11. For a broader examination of the issue of Literal and Non-literal Readings of Tanach see my two shiurim on this on https://rabbimanning.com/index.php/audio-shiurim/cji/.
12. Emunot Ve’Deot was written in Arabic and later translated into Hebrew. There are in fact two variant versions of the Seventh Treatise and that which most often appears (based on
the original Ibn Tibbon translation) is the other one. The English translations here are from the 1948 Rosenblatt edition.
13. This is of course one of the main directions of Christian hermeneutics, which read much of the Tanach in a non-literal manner. Classic Christian hermeneutics sees four levels of
meaning in the verses - literal, moral, allegorical and anagogical (mystical). In this way many of the commandments of the Chumash can be re-interpreted in ways that do not
impose concrete obligations.
14. Rav Saadia Gaon then gives 5 examples of how legal and narrative passages in Tanach could, incorrectly, have been allegorized due to other verse and proofs. These include
reading (i) the law not to light fires on Shabbat as a prohibition to fight armed battles on Shabbat; (ii) the law not to eat chametz on Pesach as a prohibition against adultery; (iii) the
narrative of splitting of the Red Sea as a description of how the Bnei Yisrael was caught between two wings of the Egyptian army; and (iv) the account of the stopping of the sun and
moon in Yehoshua as a metaphor for the firm establishment of the Jewish government!
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You surely know that many verses of the holy Law are not to be taken literally. Since it is known through proofs of reason that it
is impossible for the thing to be literally so, the translator [Aramaic targum] rendered it in a form that reason will abide. A man
should never cast his reason behind him, for the eyes are set in front and not in back15!
Maimonides - Letter on Astrology (translated R. Isadore Twersky - A Maimonides Reader (1972) p. 472

21.

The view of Saadia (882-942) shared by all the medieval philosophers, is that when a biblical text is incompatible with either
reason or observation, that is sufficient evidence that it is to read figuratively, allegorically, poetically or in some other way.
Reason and observation, later to become the methodology of science, were regarded as reliable bases of knowledge, and it
was taken as axiomatic that the Torah could not conflict with established truth.
The Great Partnership, Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks, p 35316

D2] INTERPRETING TORAH AS POETRY
dnkl `vei cg` `xwn s` - zevevip dnkl wlgzn df yiht dn .r©lq̈« u«¥vŸt¬ i§ WiH¦ t©kE
§ (b"k edinxi) :`pz l`rnyi iax iac
.minrh

22.

.cl oixcdpq

Torah Shebichtav is multi-layered and permits multiple levels of interpretation. Consider the difference between the
Torah understanding of a word (‘davar’) which is also a ‘thing’ in itself; almost a 3D object which can be analyzed from
different perspectives. Compare this with the Aristotelian (and modern secular) concept of the ‘word’ (‘logos’) which is
a mere convention to communicate the form of a thing. The secular ‘word’ is never an intrinsic source of truth.

.l«¥̀ x¨U¦
§ i i¬¥pa§ A¦ c¥
r§l z`Ÿ²Gd© d¬¨
xiX¦ d© iN¦¹ Îd¤id§ Y«¦ or¸©
© n§l m®¤dit¦ A§ D´n̈iU¦ l¥̀ x¨U¦
§ iÎi«¥pAÎz
§ ¤̀ D¬c̈O©
§ le§ z`Ÿ½Gd© d´ẍiX¦ d© Îz ¤̀ Æmk¤¨l Ea³ z§ M¦ dYÀ̈ r© e§

23.

hi:`l mixac

The Torah calls itself a ‘shira’ - a poem.

dxiyd il didz ornl `xwc 'itiqn di`x e`iade .dxezd lk `edy dxiyd z` mkl eazk `xwnd 'ita elrd (gl) mixcpa dpde .b
.dxiyd zlebqe rah da yi k"r `l` !dxiy ly oeyla dazkp `l ixde ?dxiy z"dk `xwp j`id oiadl yi `din `d .... crl z`fd
:dlebqae raha :mipipr ipya ifxt xetqn dvilnd dpeync cenlz mr oian lkl recic .dviln oeyla xeac `edy
.dfl oeek fexgd dfe .xetqd dfl oeek fexgd dfc .cvd on zexrd zeyrl jixve .ifxt xetqa enk dti x`ean oiprd oi` xiyac (`
eilr xagzpy ef dviln icil `iady oipr aeha rceiy inc cer lkyene .heicd ly 'it` xiyd rah `ed jk `l` .yexc ixiwin `le
.oiprd sxez dvilnd on opeazdl `a wxe ,oiprd zpekzn drici el oi`y yi`ln xzei daxd dwecwce xiyd ly oeyl xe` el wezn
x`ean day xetqd oi`y dxezd lk rah `ed jk .xxeynd oeek dfl `le mlern 'id `ly dn zeieca zexrydl `ed lelr dfne
.... `xwnd hyt `ed jk `l` .'yexc' `xwp `le .oeyld iwecwcl miyexite zexrd zeyrl yi `l` .dti
ef dlebqe .xagnd my e` a"` jxca mifexgd iy`x zeyrl bedpy enk .xiyd oiprn epi`y dn mifnxa dx`tl dlebq yi xiyac (a
iy`x elgiy ick wx .hrnk oeyld z` mwrl xagndl minrt daxd zgxkn ef dlebqc recie .ifxt xetqa `le dvilna zcgein
daxd xac lka yi cer ,`xwnd hyta xaecnd oiprd calny .dlek dxezd lka `id ynn df xace .el yxcpd ze`a mifexgd
lka `l` dyecwd dxeza wx epi` f"ke .k"k wiecn epi`y oeyla `xwnd minrt dnk `a df zngn xy` minlrp mipipre zeceq
.... ycw i`xwn

24.

b ‡q xac wnrd xtql a‡ivpd zncwd - wnrd zncw

The Netziv (R. Naftali Tzvi Yehuda Berlin of Volozhin - 19C) understands that we are required to read the verses of the
Torah with the same nuance and sophistication that we bring to the reading of poetry!
• As with the analysis of all literature, a major hermeneutical question must be how to decide when a meaning attributed to a text is
authentic. What is the relevant test to ascertain the meaning of any text? Is it: (i) the intention of the author (ii) the understanding of
the initial readership for whom the text was written (iii) the objective understanding of any other group of people reading that text in the
future, even though that could not have been anticipated that the time of writing17 or (iv) the subjective understanding of any individual
reading that text at any time, even though that is almost certainly not what the author, or maybe most other people, would understand?
15. Prof. Menachem Kellner in Science in the Beit Midrash p. 234 uses this passage to argue that “To all intents and purposes, science becomes our measure for understanding the
Torah.” It does not seem however that the passages he quotes support this thesis. The Rambam explicitly allows for supernatural miracles in explaining verses literally. Also the
translation Prof. Kellner brings of this source (ibid p. 245 n30), whilst supportive of his thesis, may not be faithful to the original.
16. Rabbi Moshe Meiselman (Torah, Chazal and Science p. 272) strongly disagrees with Rabbi Sacks on this point. He does not regard the guidelines of Rav Saadia to include scientific
knowledge. He questions whether science is based on reason as much as on ‘subjective factors’. Nevertheless, in response to Rabbi Meiselman, whilst it is certainly true that some
scientists have personal agendas, and not everything labelled ‘science’ is clearly established objective fact with some issues remaining theoretical, it cannot be denied that most of
science is fundamentally objective and grounded in reason.
17. Consider what is an authentic reading of the US Constitution. Must the rights granted be interpreted in the context of the intentions of the original Founding Fathers or can they be
given a 21st century meaning, even though we are certain that the 18th century authors would have objected totally to such an interpretation.
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`prci ded `le ,`cenlz dilekl dil `pxinb dede oipy ixq ipnz xa `pied ck `pdk ax xn` .eheyt icin `vei `xwn oi`
!!`zyd cr eheyt icin `vei `xwn oi`c

25.
.bq zay

Chazal nevertheless express a principle that eheyt icin `vei `xwn oi` - a verse never loses its ‘pshat’ meaning. Should
this be seen as an imperative to retain a literal reading of Tanach? Does this rule always apply or are there exceptions?

eze` oixew - sqei ?myl `l` epi` e` ,dlgpl xne` dz` .dlgpl - ei¦g`¨ m¬¥
WÎlr© mE¾wi¨ ..... ÆxŸekA§ d© dÀ¨id̈e§ (e:dk mixac) :x"z .'nb
dn .m«z̈l̈£
gp©A§ E`x§T̈i¦ m²¤dig£̀
¥ m¯¥
W lr´© (e:gn ziy`xa) oldl xn`pe ,eig` my lr mewi o`k xn`p ?opgei eze` oixew - opgei ,sqei
,eheyt icin `vei `xwn oi` dlek dxezd lkac ab lr s` :`ax xn` .... dlgpl o`k xen`d my s` dlgp oldl xen`d my
!ixnbl dihytn dizwit` dey dxfb i`z` `kd (ixnbl witp `l edin eheyt icin `yxcl dil opiyxcc ab lr s`e - i'yx)

26.

.ck zenai

Chazal here outline the exception that proves the rule! All verses have a pshat, expect for this one concerning yibum,
where the verse requires the first child of the levirate marriage to take the ‘name’ of his uncle - the deceased husband.
This does not mean the actual name but the inheritance. Chazal explain that this negates the pshat of this verse, yet all
other verses DO have a pshat!

.mc` ipa oeylk dxez dxac

27.

:`l `rivn `aa

Nevertheless, Chazal also expressed a principle that the Torah speaks in the language of humans. Thus the wording of
Torah is not simply a technical, legal text but carries the characteristics of human literature - emphasis and stylistic
structures. This may well also include metaphor and allegory.

mbxzn `xwc dihytk eze` mbxzi m` yexit - l`eny oa l`ppg 'x) .i`ca df ixd - ezxevk weqt mbxznd :xne` dcedi 'x
.(qelwp` enbxzy enk `l` eze` mbxzl oi`yx oi`c ,lade xwy

28.

.hn oiyeciw

R. Yehuda teachers (in Tosefta Megila 3 :41) that to translate a verse literally is often to distort it.

.[l`xyic `dl` xwi zi efge - qelwpe` mebxz] l®¥̀ẍU¦
§ i i´¥dŸl¡
` z¥̀ E¾`x¦
§Ie© (i:ck zeny) oebk - ezxevk weqt mbxznd yxit l`ppg epiaxe
.i«g̈e¨ mc̈`¨d̈ i¦p¬©`x¦
§iÎ`«Ÿl i²M¦ (k:bl zeny) aizkck ,e`x `l ynn dpikyc .i`ca df ixd ,l`xyic `dl` zi efge mbxznc

29.

ezxevk weqt mbxznd d'c my zetqez

Rabbeinu Chananel quotes the example of the zekeinim ‘seeing God’ at Sinai. In fact, they did NOT see God, but his
glory.

D3] THE TORAH OF BEREISHIT - HISTORY, ALLEGORY & SYMBOL
jlnd `xwpy enk ,el dnec dfi` mya xacd `xwi mpn` ik .d`xp ezeid hern mr wfdd ax - "rxd xvi `ed ohy `ed" .ygpde
Ái¦M (fi:g edinxi) exn`k ygl mdl oi` xy` 'mipertv miygp' miwifnd miaie`d `xwie .Ÿe½kA§ Q«
ªn¦ Æd¥ix§`© d³l̈r̈ (f:c edinxi) exn`k ,'dix`'
ezeida ,'ygp' `ihgnd rxd xvid z` mewnd dfa `xw jxcd df lre .'eke W©g®l̈ m¤
dl̈Îoi ¥̀ x¬¤W£̀ mi½¦pŸr§tv¦ ÆmiWg̈§
¦ p mÀk¤Ä g©¹¥NW© n§ i¸¦pp§d¦
.eze`xd hern mr ax ewfpe c`n hren ze`ivna ezlrez xy` ygpl dnec

30.

`:b ziy`xa epxetq

The Seforno understands that the ‘snake’ in the account of Gan Eden is not an actual snake but an allegory for the evil
inclination/the Satan.

e`xi `l ji`e .ohy `edy exn` mixg`e .dfinxa ygpd xn`ie eyxtie zeigd oeyl zrceie dpian dzid dy`d ik `"i ygpde (`)
mdy ipira xyide ..... ?W`Ÿx½ Ĺ§tEW§i `Edµ (eh:b ziy`xa) zllwl mrh dne ?!xtr lk`i ji`e ?!oegb lr ohyd jli ji` ik ?dyxtd seq
lkn mexr did ik cird weqtd dpde .ea my mc`a zrc mŸyde ,dtewf dnewa jled dide ,xacn did ygpde .mrnynk mixacd
.mc`k `l wx ,dcyd zig

31.

`:b ziy`xa `xfr oa`

The Ibn Ezra strongly rejects an allegorical explanation and explains the snake literally - as a walking, talking animal.
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Before we open the Torah however, let us consider how to read it. As a subject of philological or antiquarian research? As
corroboration for antediluvian or geological hypotheses? In the expectation of finding revelations of esoteric mysteries?
Certainly not! As Jews we will read this book - as a book tendered to us by God in order that we learn from it about what we are
and what we should be during our earthly existence. We will read it as ‘Torah’ - literally instruction - directing and guiding us
within God’s world and among humanity, making our inner self come alive.
Rav S.R. Hirsch - 19 Letters, Letter 2

33.

All that the Torah recounts of matters relating to the period before the completion of creation is conveyed to us by Moshe from
the mouth of God in terms of concepts which we can grasp. Just as one attempts to give a blind man some idea of that which
he cannot see by making use of analogies with the sense of touch and so forth, so does the Torah present to us that which is
essentially spiritual in a material guise, with some points of similarity and analogy to the spiritual message, so that we may be
able to grasp it to the best of our ability.
Michtav Me’Eliyahu Vol II p151

34.

Everyone knows that here, if anywhere, is the realm of parable, allegory and allusion. In these most profound matters people
are willing to accept that the true meaning lies on the mystical plane, far above what is apparent to the superficial eye. ....
People do find difficulty however in holding within one spiritual context two apparently conflicting approaches to creation. On
the one hand, there are their previous simpler, and in a sense less demanding, thought-patterns, in which creation is
characterised by sudden discontinuities. On the other, there is the unfamiliar but increasingly popular conception of the
gradual unfolding of all things within an evolutionary context. .... The essential need of the hour is therefore an educational
effort to propagate the broader view, the grander and more refined conception that we have alluded to above. The
coarser-textured faith, in the unrefined form in which it is so often presented, can no longer maintain its position.
Rav Avraham Isaac Hacohen Kook - Orot Hakodesh p559

35.

The account given in Scripture of the creation is not, as is generally believed, intended to be in all its parts literal .... The literal
meaning of the words might lead us to conceive corrupt ideas and to form false opinions about God, or even entirely to
abandon and reject the principles of our faith. It is therefore right to abstain and refrain from examining this subject
superficially and unscientificially.... It is, however, right that we should examine the Scriptural texts by the intellect, after
having acquired a knowledge of demonstrative science and of the true hidden meaning of prophecies
Maimonides, Guide to the Perplexed, 2:2918

36.

Now, on the one hand, the subject of creation is very important, but on the other hand, our ability to understand these
concepts is very limited. Therefore, God described these profound concepts, which His Divine wisdom found necessary to
communicate to us, using allegories, metaphors, and imagery19. The sages put it succinctly: ‘It is impossible to communicate
to man the stupendous immensity of the creation of the universe. Therefore the Torah simply says, In the beginning, God
created the heavens and the earth (Bereishit 1:1). But they pointed out that the subject is a deep mystery, as Solomon said, It is
elusive and exceedingly deep; who can discover it? (Kohelet 7:24). It has been outlined in metaphors so that the masses can
understand it according to their mental capacity, while the educated take it in a different sense.
Maimonides, Guide to the Perplexed, Introduction20

37.

Comment: Maimonides holds that the entire creation narrative is an allegory not to be understood literally. Its true meaning is
disclosed by the findings of natural science, though we will never be fully able to unravel its secrets.
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, The Great Partnership p354

18. Translation by R. Lord Jonathan Sacks, The Great Partnership p 354. In this translation, unlike the following one, he uses the Friedlander translation verbatim.
19. Friedlander English translation: “allegorical, figurative, and metaphorical language”. Pines English translation: “parables and riddles and in very obscure words”. Ibn Tibbon classic
Hebrew translation, R. Kappach and R. Aviner translations: ce`n minezq mixacae zecige milyna. Schwartz academic translation: ce`n minezq mixacae zeciga milyna
R. Moshe Meiselman calls out R. Sacks, quite correctly, on his use of the word ‘imagery’ for ‘satum’ which R. Meiselman reasonably calls ‘plain wrong’. (R. Sacks clearly consciously
changed this from the Friedlander translation, which he was otherwise following.) . However, R. Meiselman also makes a broader argument that the Rambam NEVER intended the
literal meaning of Bereishit to be negated but merely ‘expanded’ by a deeper meaning. R. Meiselman writes that the Rambam is clear that exclusively allegorical interpretation is
permissible only in the Navi not the Chumash, and even there with important limitations. See Torah, Chazal Science Chapters 29 and 30. R. Meiselman brings proof from the
explicit wording of the Guide, but does not address the issue of esotericism in the Guide and the Rambam’s explicit warning that he would make unclear or even misleading
statements in his text.
20. Translation by R. Lord Jonathan Sacks, The Great Partnership p 353.
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.... the story of Noah and the Flood at first glance seems rather equivocal. Its location prior to the stories of the Patriarchs,
where one might say real history begins, would appear to suggest that the story of the Flood belongs to those early
developments in the history of man which are at best only hinted at.

R. Shubert Spero, The Biblical Stories of Creation, Garden of Eden & The Flood: History or Metaphor, Tradition 33.2 (1999)

39.

..... biblical history ... is not meant as a scientific record of what happened but serves as a religious guide to understand the
events that are recorded. As such, the internal consistency of the Torah is what yields meaning, not its accordance with
external historical annals or archaeological findings.
A corollary of the challenge of chronology in Genesis is the logical implausibility of some of what it describes in its narrative.
Let me be clear - I am not discussing here things that the Torah describes as miraculous. Miracles are an essential
component of the Torah’s message that God, as Creator, reserves the right to intervene when it is deemed necessary for
reasons that only He determines. ....
What does seem odd, however are twenty generations of apparently average people with life spans four to twenty times what
might be considered normal - and for the Torah to present that as unexceptional, not as resulting from divine intervention.
Similarly, the speaking serpent in the Garden of Eden is presented as if it were normal for snakes to speak [footnote: as
distinct from Balaam’s donkey, which is described as an act of God].
What this suggests is that there is an early period described in the Torah which is unlike our own, in which miraculous events
were so much the norm that they are not even described as such. Whether such a period actually existed or is used as a
metaphor is less important than the fact that the description of that period is designed to lead us to conclude that it is an
otherworldly time, what I would call a pre-historic period in which regular rules do not apply. Attempts to rationalize its
irrational elements only distort it and distract from its core messages. ....
As Genesis eases us out of the pre-historic era (beginning with Noah’s children), life spans are halved, then halved again ....
The shortening of life spans signals the transition into the second era, the patriarchal period, or what I might call the era of
proto-history - including Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. This era is marked by individuals bout whom we know quite a bit and
whose development we can trace over the course of many chapters. Although their life spans are double the norm, their lives
look remarkably similar to our own, with the rare exceptions of divine communications and intervention.
But these figures are not just regular people; they are prototypes for a nation. .... These individuals are the forefathers of the
nation - real people whose lives have cosmic significance. It is because they are more than individuals that the Torah ascribes
to them lives which are double our own. Those life spans are a literary device used by the Torah to indicate that they are
archetypes who lay the foundations for an character of those who would follow them. ...
Finally, we have the historical era, in which people live normal life spans and are just people, not prototypes or archetypes. ....
These ‘regular’ people are introduced to us towards the end of Genesis, namely Joseph and his brothers .... They mark the
transition from the proto-history of the Patriarchs to the historical period of the Bible beginning in Exodus.
R. Dr. Zvi Grumet, Genesis - From Creation to Covenant (Maggid 2017) p xix-xxi

40.

I believe that a certain compromise can be reached between Ibn Ezra and Sforno. Sforno is correct that these narratives have
substantial metaphorical weight; the creation is not merely a historical event, but reflects a fundamental approach to reality.
.... Yet these primeval stories are not merely theological allegory. If this were the case, its allegorical nature would presumably
have been more obvious. And, with the exception of the Eden narrative, there are no scenes of a fantastical nature. These
narratives function on the premise that they actually took place.
The solution lies in a simple semantic substitution with great implications: rather than the term ‘parable’ or ‘allegory’
(mashal), the appropriate term to use is ‘symbol’ (semel). Unlike a parable, which dissipates with interpretation, the literary
symbol remains substantial, adding another layer of significance on top of the literal meaning of the text. ... while these
narratives take place on earth, they also have heavenly counterparts. Each historical event, and each element of these
narratives, express certain abstract concepts as well. .....
Our task is to navigate these stories by walking the fine line between symbol and reality, which is to appreciate the symbolic
interpretation as a convenient, sometimes obvious solution, while recognizing the historic reality that the narrative seeks to
illuminate. The boundary between symbol and reality is diaphanous ....
R. Dr. Yonatan Grossman, Creation - The Story of Beginnings (Maggid 2019) p 7, 9
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e` ,zipgexe zinyb daeh ax lr mc`d f` bprzdy ,adf ly ze`ivnd mlera did zn`a m` xez n"tp mey epl oi`
wx mikixv ep` .dlrzne zkled `id jke ,dnex cr diedd zbxcn zizgzn ,dlrnl dhnln lretay ze`ivnd dlgedy
lkei eikxc zigyi m` ,bpere ceak lkl oken didie dlecb dlrna dlrzi m` elit` ,mc`dy dxenb zexyt` yiy zrcl
mc` ze`ivn ly `caerdn epl `vei cenild dfe .c`n miax zexec cr eizeclezle envrl rxdl lkeie ,el xy` lk ca`l
mixwegd oia mqxtznd xeivd cbp `wec megll cer miwwfp ep` oi` ,ef dcn icil mi`a ep`yke ..... eyexibe e`hge ocr oba
zn`dy ef dcna dgepna mdizehlgd z` lhal lkep dzre ,mixyn hetyl lkep xaca mirbep ep` oi` xy`ke ,miycgd
ep` mikixv ,dxezd on xac dfi` xezql d`ad drc lky ,zercd znglna lecb llk edf llkae ..... .dkxc z` epl dxez
xearae ,dci lr minnexzn eppd dfae ,dl lrnn dxezd oenx` z` zepal `"k ,dze` xezql `wec `l dligza
.zelbzn zercd z`fd zennexzdd

41.

(163-164) clw - di`xd zexb` ,wew ax

Rav Kook writes21 that there is no practical difference if the origin of mankind was a utopic existence in Gan Eden, or
billions of years of evolution from microbes. The narrative of Gan Eden teaches us how the greatest humans can fall to
the lowest depths if they lose direction. Rav Kook advocates for a more sophisticated and calmer approach towards
science. Rather than seeing it as a heretical force, we should have the confidence of a deeper understanding of Torah so
that we can engage science effectively and expose its moral and ethical challenges.22

42.

RD: I want to know if you think it’s [the Akeida] literally true!
RJS: Well, first of all I think that story is a protest against the belief throughout the ancient world that parents own their
children .... and I think G-d is saying ...... ‘no Jew owns his or her child’... And that is what I am reading from all these stories.
These things happened but they didn’t happen as mere facts. They happened as morally instructive lessons .....

Conversation between Chief Rabbi Lord Sacks and Richard Dawkins, BBC pre-Rosh Hashana broadcast - September 201223

D4] IS GAN EDEN A PHYSICAL PLACE?
zia - `iaxra m`e .(l`xyi ux` lkn oiwezn eizexity - i"yx) egzt o`y zia - `ed l`xyi ux`a m` :yiwl yix xn` - ocr ob
.egzt oipwqnec - `ed zexdpd oia m`e .egzt mxb

43.

.hi oiaexir

Chazal appear to understand that there is indeed a physical place on Earth which is Gan Eden, although its location is
unclear. Presumable, it is also not possible to find it simply by looking on a map, or Chazal would have been able to
check where it was around Beit She’an!

.ea ebprzie ekxc z` mdl dxeie cizra mc` ipal 'd edlbi .zepli`de zenind ea miaexn ux`d xecka oyc mewn `ed ocr ob la`
...epilv` mirecid el` zlef daexn mz`pde dlecb mzlrezy c`n mi`ltp mignv ea e`vni ile`e

44.

` dpyn i wxt oixcdpq zkqn m"anxl dpynd yexit

In the commentary on the Mishna, the Rambam describes Gan Eden as a physical place containing plant life very
different to that elsewhere on Earth.

45.

Another noteworthy saying is this : "And the Lord God took the man, i.e., raised him, and placed him in the Garden of Eden,"
i.e., He gave him rest. The words "He took him," "He gave him," have no reference to position in space, but they indicate his
position in rank among transient beings, and the prominent character of his existence.
Maimonides, Guide to the Perplexed, 2:30

His position in the Guide is unclear. Eden is a metaphor for the enlightened state of man, but is it also a physical place?

epvx`a zxt ik ,epl mi`xpd miy`x drax`l cxtie xdpd `vi myne zrcd ure miigd ur eae ,ux`a ocr ob ik on`de rce
.ok e`xwi mixac minya yi ok ux`a md xy`k la` .mipey`xd ixack mixvn qelip `ed oeyite ,epleabae

46.

ak:b ziy`xa o"anx

The Ramban writes explicitly that Gan Eden is a physical place with a spiritual counterpart. Nevertheless, in the
mystical worldview, the physical and the spiritual are less clearly defined.
21. This is one of a number of letters written by Rav Kook to Dr. Moshe Seidel, who often consulted with him on philosophical and ideological issues.
22. See also Dr. Yoram Hazony analysis in The Philosophy of Hebrew Scripture, particularly Chapter 2 - ‘What is the Purpose of the Hebrew Bible?’. Hazony contrasts the ‘New
Testament’, which presents itself as witness or testimony of crucial events in history which revealed the message of Christianity, with the Tanach. This never presented itself as a
‘Testament’ of specific historic events which ‘prove’ a new revealed truth. Our perspective of the Tanach as the ‘Old Testament’ is colored by Christian thought.
23. Minutes 17:48 - 20:44, available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ipDdd1SISoM&feature=youtu.be
A fuller version of this debate can be found at www.youtube.com/watch?v=roFdPHdhgKQ. The debate on literalism can be found between minutes 14:12 and 24:40.
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D5] HISTORICAL EVENTS THROUGH THE LENS OF A DEEPER TEXT
47.

Both the Flood and the Tower of Babel are rooted in actual historical events, even if the narrative is not couched in the
language of descriptive history. Mesopotamia had many flood myths, all of which testify to the memory of disastrous
inundations, especially on the flat lands of the Tigris-Euphrates valley (See Commentary of R. David Zvi Hoffman to Genesis 6
[Hebrew, 140] who suggests that the Flood may have been limited to centres of human habitation, rather than covering the
whole earth). Excavations at Shurrupak, Kish, Uruk and Ur – Abraham’s birthplace – reveal evidence of clay flood deposits.
Likewise the Tower of Babel was a historical reality. Herodotus tells of the sacred enclosure of Babylon, at the centre of which
was a ziqqurat or tower of seven stories, 300 feet high. The remains of more than thirty such towers have been discovered,
mainly in lower Mesopotamia, and many references have been found in the literature of the time that speak of such towers
“reaching heaven.”
However, the stories of the Flood and Babel are not merely historical, because the Torah is not history but “teaching,
instruction.” They are there because they represent a profound moral-social-political-spiritual truth about the human situation
as the Torah sees it. They represent, respectively, precisely the failures intimated by Paul Johnson. The Flood tells us what
happens to civilization when individuals rule and there is no collective. Babel tells us what happens when the collective rules
and individuals are sacrificed to it.
Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks - Individual and Collective Responsibility24

48.

The story naively read is fascinating, with a didactic plot and a cast of characters that includes a tragic hero, a beguiled
woman, a villainous talking serpent, and trees with wondrous powers. But what impels the reader to seek here another level of
meaning? What makes him think that here the Torah intended something additional? Once again, the point of departure is
the presupposition that the Torah is a book of instruction. Therefore, any text which, if taken literally, does not instruct but
mystifies and obfuscates, signifies that one should look beyond the literal. A “tree” whose fruit bestows “knowledge of good
and evil” or eternal life cannot be a “real” tree in the sense in which we know it. A “garden” in which the snake has an agenda
and speaks persuasively cannot be our kind of garden. Also, it is not immediately apparent what is the nature of the
“knowledge of good and evil” that man acquires after eating of the forbidden fruit. .... In short, the failure of the language to
instruct, if taken literally, leads us to think of the possibility of metaphor. The characters and events are to be interpreted in a
symbolic way. This story seems to be dealing with the origin and nature of evil in man and seeks to explain how it is that man
and woman, the special creations of a moral and benevolent God, soon find themselves in a hostile environment with vital
needs unprovided for. In a pre-philosophical age, the solution to such an extremely difficult theological problem could only be
suggested and alluded to by means of this literary device called metaphor.
Note here an important difference between the story of the Garden of Eden and the sentence in Deuteronomy 1:28. In the case
of the latter, should a reader believe the text to be saying that the fortifications of the cities of Canaan did indeed touch the
heavens, he is simply wrong. However, in the text of the Garden, an entire story in the form of a metaphor is involved. This
means that the story and what it stands for resemble each other in certain ways. Thus, even if a reader believes that these were
real trees or, believing them to be symbols, does not know what they symbolize, he may still be said to have learned
something positive.
He now understands that some kind of disobedience on the part of early man brought him to his present predicament.
Regarding this type of metaphor, therefore, the literal meaning, although not complete, is not misleading and the full
intended meaning may be partially deciphered and grasped in degrees.

Rabbi Shubert Spero, The Biblical Stories of Creation, Garden of Eden and The Flood: History of Metaphor, Tradition
Volume 33.2 (1999)25

24. Available on the OU website at https://www.ou.org/torah/parsha/rabbi-sacks-on-parsha/individual_and_collective_responsibility/
25. Available from Bar Ilan University at https://www.lookstein.org/professional-dev/bible/biblical-stories-creation-garden-eden-flood-history-metaphor/
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D6] WHERE ARE THE LINES OF ORTHODOXY AND HERESY?
49.

In summary then, how is the believer to understand the literary character of these three pivotal stories in Genesis whose texts
continue to engage us as we reread them in the light of scientific discoveries and philosophic refinement? The story of
Creation as contained in the first 31 verses of Genesis is an historical description, in common-sense language, of what
happened during that singularity. However, in view of the unique nature of the event and the fact that some of the findings of
science are counterintuitive, the terms used must be “stretched” considerably so that the text may accommodate the
discoveries of cosmology. We are given this description of how God created the world in order that we may learn “His way” in
nature and history, which is a way of guided evolution. Once we know this, we can discern and appreciate His kindness in the
past and try to detect the direction towards which He beckons in the future.
The story of the Garden of Eden is a metaphor in which object-language is being used to express a content for which language
as such is really inadequate. It is an attempt to say something about the nature of man, the origin of evil and to explain the
difficult condition of man on earth. Thinkers continue to wrestle with the story and search the text for insights into these
perplexing theological questions.
The story of the Flood is a metaphor structured as an analogy to tell us about all the destructions and extinctions which
occurred in the prehistoric past. It is a story about the survival of the deserving and of those aspects of the universe (the
climate, stability and flora and fauna) which are prerequisite for man’s development on earth, materially, socially and
culturally. It also explains why the rest of the biblical story takes place in the Fertile Crescent. Most important, it tells of a
divine covenant with man, in which the stability and regularity of nature is guaranteed.

Rabbi Shubert Spero, The Biblical Stories of Creation, Garden of Eden and The Flood: History of Metaphor, Tradition
Volume 33.2 (1999)

50.

To the Editor: Rabbi Shubert Spero’s article (Tradition 33:2, Winter 1999) is problematic regarding several essential points.
He fails to show the basis, in traditional Judaism, for accepting a modern derasha and discarding the traditionally accepted
literal meaning of the Torah. Doesn’t his approach contradict the principle that ein mikra yotsei midei peshuto (Shabbat 63a),
that the obvious meaning cannot be rejected? Typically, derashot are additional perspectives for understanding the text rather
than replacements. With respect to the Flood, one would have expected some clear justification from traditional sources of his
rejection of Hazal when in conflict with science. This is especially troubling as he is dealing with an entire section of the Torah,
and not just with aggadic statements ..... So long as R. Spero does not produce a satisfactory response to these questions, I
fail to see why his theory should be taken as a valid Torah position, let alone accepted as true.
R. Daniel Eidensohn, Letters to the Editor, Tradition 34.1 (2000)

51.

To the Editor: There seems to be an inherent contradiction on the cover of Tradition Vol. 33:2, Winter 1999. The subtitle
reads, “A Journal of Orthodox Jewish Thought”, and yet the title of the first article, by Rabbi Shubert Spero, asks if the stories
of the Garden of Eden and the Flood were metaphors — hardly Orthodox Jewish Thought. Furthermore, the article itself seems
to conclude that indeed they were metaphors. ..... Unfortunately, R. Spero’s article is based on an obsequious acceptance of
the latest theories of evolution and cosmology as absolute truth. Such faith is unwarranted for, as many writers have recently
shown, these theories are based on meager information and massive conjectures. The only absolute faith which a Jew should
have is in the truth of the Torah, within the bounds of legitimate interpretation based on Hazal and rishonim. Sadly, this seems
to have been neglected by R. Spero.
Yitzchak HaCohen, Letters to the Editor, Tradition 34.1 (2000)

52.

Finally, in a personal note to Mr. Hakohen: While I am prepared to accept mussar from anyone, it would be more helpful if it
zeroed in on my true weaknesses. Happily, “an obsequious acceptance of the latest theories of evolution and cosmology as
absolute truth” is not one of them, nor does anything I have written over the last 52 years reflect such a belief. What is truly
sad is that so many of our literalists do not realize that in their holy zeal to save the Torah for Orthodoxy they are actually
darkening the light of the Torah and distorting its truth. And that is not a metaphor.26
R. Shubert Spero, Response to Letters to the Editor, Tradition 34.1 (2000)

26. See also http://www.rationalistjudaism.com/2016/09/the-rambam-and-rav-on-allegory-in.html?m=1
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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In summary of this section, we have identified some of the limits of pure non-literal interpretation of Scripture from an
Orthodox perspective. First, one may not interpret any passage which directly asserts any of the four principles mentioned
above purely non-literally27. Second, while many Scriptural passages do not directly assert any of these principles, those
principles are nonetheless exhibited by or implicitly contained within those passages. So, pure non-literal interpretation of all
such passages undercuts Orthodox Judaism. Third, the extensive or pervasive application of pure non-literal interpretation to
the Scriptural accounts that exhibit the four principles undermines the Orthodox notion that the Scriptures as a whole
constitute the literary basis for the acceptance of those principles. Finally, let us remember that this article leaves open the
possibility of other limits on non-literal interpretation beyond what has been claimed here. If other principles beyond those
four which I have identified were established, and if those principles are asserted directly in any Scriptural text, then it would
follow that those Scriptural texts must also be taken literally.
In conclusion, let us return to Sa‘adyah’s argument and the literalist preference discussed in Section I. Recall that according
to the literalist preference, one must always take Scripture literally, unless one has good reason not to do so. Sa‘adyah
asserts that pure non-literal interpretation of the narrative portions of Scripture inevitably results in pure non-literal
interpretation of the legal portions of Scripture. We now understand how Sa‘adyah might have made this connection, though it
does not support the literalist preference in quite the way that Sa‘adyah claimed. Pure non-literal interpretation of certain key
specific narrative passages directly undercuts the theological and literary basis for the observance of Halakhah. In addition,
the argument herein also supports a modified, weaker version of the literalist preference; namely, that one should aim to
avoid too much non-literal interpretation. Extensive use of pure non-literal interpretation undermines the Orthodox conception
of the Scriptures as the literary and epistemic basis of Orthodox commitment. Still, this modified version is flexible, because it
does not specify, for each and every passage in Scripture, whether it must be taken literally. Furthermore, this modified
version is more flexible than the standard version, because it does not relegate pure non-literal interpretation to strictly a
second resort. Rather, it views pure non-literal interpretation as a legitimate mode of exegesis, which, like any mode of
interpretation, should be used with care, good sense, and a familiarity with the talmudic and rabbinic sources, in order to
derive the full meaning of the Scriptures from an Orthodox perspective.

Joshua L. Golding, On the Limits of Non-Literal Interpretation of Scripture from an Orthodox Perspective, Torah Umadda
Journal (10/2001) pp 37-59.

54.

Wherever heretics have gone astray, the true answer lies at hand. This applies not only to the text of the Torah but also to
emotional trends and intellectual movements. The self-same arguments and lines of thought which lead to the ways of
God-denial, lead in their essence, if we search out their true origin, to a higher form of faith than the simple conceptions that
we entertained before the apparent breakdown. ... For evolution itself, moving upwards coordinately and undeviatingly from
the lowest to the highest, demonstrates most clearly a pre-vision from afar - a pre-set purpose for all existence.
R. Avraham Yitzchak Kook - Orot Hakodesh p565

In Part 2 we will be’H examine 6 other ways in which Orthodox thinkers have reconciled the apparent contraction between the
scientifically accepted age of the universe and the Biblical account of creation. There are:
• That the world was created looking older than it really was.
• The the world looks old because of the cataclysm of the flood.
• The the world looks old because there were prior creations before ours which were destroyed.
• That the 6 days of creation ran at a different speed to the rest of history.
• That the 6 ‘days’ of creation were never intended to be 24 hour periods but could be much longer, or shorter, time periods.
• That the 6 days of creation were real days from the perspective relevant at the time of creation but, given the expansion of space and
time since then, these days now retrospectively look to us to be much longer.

27. These are:
1) There is a God who is supremely powerful, intelligent and good; God knows our most intimate thoughts and actions, and He manages our destiny in response to what we do.
2) God has chosen the people of Israel from all the nations, and has formed an everlasting covenant with them. The fate of Israel depends on how they relate to God.
3) God has given the Written and the Oral Torahs to the people of Israel; the Torah contains a certain way of life which God has commanded upon Israel.
4) God has given the Torah to the people of Israel (at least partly) in order to manifest or express His presence among them.
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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APPENDIX
SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE BROUGHT TO VERIFY THE AGE OF THE UNIVERSE

(i) The observable existence of galaxies billions of light years away. Assuming the constancy of the speed of light, these galaxies
existed billions of years ago.
(ii) Radioactive dating of elements found in rocks, particularly using rubidium and strontium (Rb-87 decays into Sr-87 with a half-life of
47 billion years). When applied to rocks on the surface of the Earth, the oldest rocks are about 3.8 billion years old. When applied to
meteorites, the oldest are 4.56 billion years old. This is understood to be the age of the Solar System.
(iii) Measuring the luminosity of old star clusters gives ages of around 12 billion years.
(iv) Measuring the cooling of white dwarf stars gives an age for our galaxy, the Milky Way, of around 9.5 billion years .
(v) On a more theoretical basis, the observable expansion of the universe (seen by red-shift in the more distant stars) can be
extrapolated using the Hubble Constant to a point of the original Big Bang about 15 billion years ago.
(vi) Measured erosion and accumulation of rock and space dust on the moon indicate an age of around 4-4.5 billion years.
(vii) Different eras evident from rock strata show that different types of species existed at different times - fossils of aquatic creatures in
today’s mountain ranges, different dinosaurs at different times.
(viii) Dendochronology - tree rings - show chronologies going back up to 12,000 years.
(ix) Ice cores (laid down every year) show layers going back over 100,000 years.
(x) Varve analysis - sediment layers laid down yearly at the base of lakes - show histories of tens of thousands and in some cases
millions of years.
(xi) Huge stalactites, stalagmites and columns in the Carlsbad Caverns in New Mexico.
(xii) Thickness of coral reefs.
(xiii) Reversals of the Earth’s magnetic poles as evidenced by the Atlantic Sea bottom.
(xiv) Erosion of the Grand Canyon.
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